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Why choose MEBA?
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
DRIVEN

GET YOUR FINANCE
IN CLASS

Your teachers will also be 
your business angels! Our 
seminars are conducted by 
our partners from Sparking 
Capital – an opportunity 
for you to get closer to the 
world of business and get 
your start-up idea pitched.

MEBA is tailored to meet 
the needs of the future 
generation of entrepreneurs. 
Let yourself be guided by 
two mentors – successful  
Romanian start-up founders - 
for each topic you are about 
to study.

SKILL SET APPROACH 

Our program gives a 
foundational entrepreneurial 
knowledge. The learning 
environment will challenge 
you to think unconventionally 
and generate innovative ideas 
in business.

5CARRER VISIONING 

MEBA is a transformative 
journey, in which students are 
always connected to the best 
opportunities that arise in the 
job market. In addition, you 
will be part of a community 
of people just as passionate and 
goal-driven as you!

GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES

Get access to top worldwide Universities via our 
Erasmus partnerships. Immerse yourself in new cultures 
and meet your potential international partners.
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Alumni testimonials

Mihai BĂLAȘA | Class of 2021, Founder of BALMIX.ro, 
Winner of the Entrepreneurial ASE Prize

During my master studies, I got the possibility to deepen the 
knowledge previously accumulated throughout my Bachelor 
studies and to start as well as progressively develop my own 
business. I appreciate a lot the support of the faculty and the 
advices from the professors who are also working in the business 
sector, which helped me face all threats. I consider that studying 
at MEBA was a great launch pad for my entrepreneurial career.

Studying at MEBA was more than a simple stage of my life. 
I was raised in a family of entrepreneurs, so in a way I was 
already open to business. At the age of 23 I founded my first 
business, a fashion atelier/company. The theoretical background 
and the entrepreneurial experience during university helped 
me establish a new Romanian fashion brand which currently 
employs 40 people. 

Diana MIREA | Class of 2016, Founder of Miss One

MEBA at a glance
- class of ‘21 -

3 95%avg. years of experience
(including volunteering)

of students 
working8% international

students
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30%
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Key Learning Pillars

1STRATEGY AND OPERATIONS

This pillar focuses on business strategy and 
decision making, through data analysis, as 
well as negotiation techniques. 

Business Negotiation Strategies and 

Conflict Management

Business Intelligence 

Strategic Management

Quantitative Methods for the Decision 

Process in Business 

Contract Law

3
Good relationships, both inside and 
outside the business, have a major impact 
on its performance. The subjects in this 
pillar teach you how to build connections 
with employees, partners and customers.

Market Analysis

Business Game

International Business

Organizational and Consumer

Behaviour

2 ENTREPRENEURIAL ENVIRONMENT

Discover the environment of your future 
business. This pillar is an incentive for 
innovation and continuous search for new 
markets and further development.

Entrepreneurship and Sustainable 

Business Development

Digital Business Models

Ethics and Academic Integrity

Scientific Seminar - Business

Administration

Internship

4 FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT

Learn how to finance your business and get 
your idea pitched by real venture capitalists, 
who will assess you throughout your 
studies. Then, find out essential techniques 
for managing your business right. 

Financial Management

Business Economics

Financial Reporting and Analysis

Strategic Management for Human 

Ressources

Design Thinking and Creativity in 

Business5

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS



Faculty

 Alina-Mihaela
DIMA 

Professor

Catalin CURMEI 
Lecturer

Constantin BRĂTIANU 
Emeritus Professor H.C.

Petre CARAIANI 
Lecturer

Adriana MICLEA 
Professor

Ana-Maria 
LUPULESCU

Lecturer

Daniel MOISE
Lecturer

Shahrazad HADAD 
Lecturer

Bogdan 
NISTOREANU

Associate Professor

Carmen PĂUNESCU 
Professor

Irina PUGNA 
Professor

Simona VASILACHE 
Professor

Adriana DUȚESCU
Professor

Ionela DUMITRU
Associate Professor

Valentina GHINEA
Associate Professor

Violeta DINCĂ 
Professor
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International Exchange

+75 Erasmus partnerships for graduate 
students in the Academy of Economic 
Studies, taught in English

Why not study abroad?
Here are some of the Universities that have an Erasmus for 
Graduates partnership with FABIZ for the year 2021 - 2022:

+30 Erasmus partnerships that are taught in 
French or German

Université de Bordeaux

Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven (Belgium)

University of Groningen
(The Netherlands)

Instituto Superior de 
Gestaõ (Portugal)

B.I. Norwegian Business 
School (Norway)

Université de Bordeaux 
(France) Globis University (Japan)
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Entrepreneurship and
Venture Capital

The National Confederation for Female Entrepreneurship is promoting 
and sustaining the Romanian female entrepreneurship by opening new co-
operation avenues both nationally and internationally.  

We represent a group of experimental entrepreneurs willing to find practical 
solutions to various difficulties arisen within the business environment, we 
support the development of entrepreneurial communities, and we act for equal 
chances on the market. Today, a mere of 30% of the entrepreneurs are women, 
and their work and achievements are noteworthy. 

CONAF was established in 2019 and it currently comprises an ever-expanding 
number of national entrepreneurs’ organizations.  We are active in management 
programs, case study development, best practice sharing. At the same time, we 
are a reliable know-how source, we contribute to creating opportunities and an 
entrepreneurial culture adjacent to the newest trends in business

Romanian Business Leaders (RBL) is an apolitical, non-governmental and not-
for-profit organization founded on 20 July 2011, which provides a platform for 
action and social involvement for entrepreneurs and top executives from the 
private business environment.

RBL makes Romania a better country for business and for Romanians through 
projects which improve education, entrepreneurship and good governance in 
Romania. RBL projects are initiated and developed on a volunteer base by the 
200 RBL members, entrepreneurs and top executives from Romania.

The projects are generated at the annual RBL reunion - the Romanian 
Business Leaders Summit, and include topics of major impact for the business 
environment that generate solutions aiming at bringing change for the better in 
three areas of action: entrepreneurial culture, education and  good governance.

Cristian NEGRUȚIU
co-founder 

Sparking Capital

The partnership with FABIZ will allow us to engage with entrepreneurs at very 
early stage to spot and invest in early stage startups (pre-seed or seed) created 
by the students of Master in Entrepreneurship and Business Administration, 
contributing to the development of the entrepreneurship ecosystem. We are 
hands-on investors, developing the business together with the founders, so this 
will mean more than a win-win business partnership. I look forward to meeting 
and challenging all the program’s students.
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Life at MEBA
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Online Admission Process
Registration of the application file (23rd-27th 
of July, Friday - Tuesday, Tuesday until 12:00)
Documents required for registration are differentiated based 
on student origin.  A complete list is available at: 

 http://meba.fabiz.ase.ro/admission/

Online admission exam in English & Results 
(29th July)
The admission exam has an interview format structured 
around questions based on the bibliography available at imba.
fabiz.ase.ro/admission. The final grade is = 50% exam grade 
+ 50% application file grade. The application file grade is = 
40% motivation letter + 40% bachelor graduation grade + 
20% professional experience and/or recommendations and/or 
extracurricular activities. 

Registration of admission exam contestations (30th of July, 8:00 
-10:00) - online, at registratura@ase.ro

Publication of the preliminary admission results (31st of July)

Place confirmation (2nd-4th of August, 08:00-
18:00)
Places financed from the state budget are confirmed by 
submitting the original baccalaureate and bachelor diplomas 
(or the original bachelor graduation certificate, for current 
year bachelor graduates). The confirmation of places WITH 
fee is done by the payment of ½ of the yearly tuition fee 
through admitere.ase.ro or bank transfer. Registration of 
withdrawals is also done during this period through admitere.
ase.ro

Final results (5th of August) 

Academic year start (1st of October) & signing 
of tuition contracts (by the 22nd of October)

More information on registration, exams and 
the final results will be published on
admitere.ase.ro during the admission period.

1

2

3

4

Number of places

Romania, EU, EEE

Without 
tuition fees 42

Non-EU, Non-EEA

With 
tuition fees 26

5

Fees

Romania, EU, EEE
(in RON)

With 
tuition fees

Application fee 250 

Non-EU, Non-EEA
(in EUR)

Tuition fee / year 5000

Application fee 400 
Tuition fee / year 3600
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FIND OUT MORE:

http://meba.fabiz.ase.ro

FABIZ, Calea Grivitei, nr. 2-2A, district 1, Bucharest

meba@fabiz.ase.ro

linkedin.com/company/fabiz-meba

Most people regard the ability to start a business as instinctive. So, why 
undergo a Master in Entrepreneurship and Business Administration? 
To become an entrepreneur you need more than a brilliant idea, an app 
and... a garage. 
How can you assess the business validity of your idea? How can you 
assure your business visibility? Find the suitable financing sources? Be 
able to draw a realistic business plan? Or how can you identify, segment, 
and target your potential customers? How can you pitch your idea and 
convince the most skeptical venture capitalist? 
Do you want to become an entrepreneur or improve your business? Do 
you want to become your country’s Steve Jobs or Bill Gates?
MEBA is your answer, the link to an entrepreneurial community!
Join us in a high quality master of Entrepreneurship and Business 
Administration, become a part of an insightful journey and start your 
success story right now!

Professor Mihaela-Cornelia DAN, PhD 
Program Director


